SCARSDALE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

2014 Bond Projects Update
Main Office & New Front Entrance - Completed with only final touches to be added, including permanent carpet installation. The new main entrance stairs and ramp are also complete; the new canopy is also expected to be finished soon.
Library - Demolition was completed before students arrived; exterior work will continue, as scheduled, through the fall and winter with anticipated completion in late spring 2018.
Library - Hard barriers in place between construction and corridors. Locked doors, hard barrier, plastic seal.
Multi-Purpose Room - Demolition was completed before students arrived; exterior work will continue, as scheduled, through the fall and winter with anticipated completion in late spring 2018.
Playground - A new playground was installed as part of a plant improvement project in the 2017-18 budget.
Dec. 2014 Bond Project – Middle School

Instrumental Music Addition - Completed on time for student arrival.
Band Room Renovation - Completed on time for student arrival.
Construction Time Lapse Video
Learning Commons – Work continues in this area. Scheduled to be completed in late November.
I-Lab – Close to completion, but unable to be occupied until completion of the Learning Commons enables access.
Fitness Center – Now opened for student use. All major equipment installed and the Center has been cleaned and is safe for occupancy.
Dec. 2014 Bond Project – High School

Athletic and PE Offices – Completed and open.
HS Courtyard Drainage – Work continues in these areas. Due to the courtyard’s location in an enclosed area, surrounded by classrooms, work will only occur during non-student hours. We are awaiting an updated schedule based on these shortened work hours; we don’t anticipate this complex project to be finished before the new year.

Design Lab - Work continues in this area; however it has been delayed due to the adjacent work in the courtyard which is accessed through the Design Lab space. We are awaiting an updated work schedule but do not anticipate this work to be completed until after the new year.
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